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Optergy Sponsors AIRAH WA Energy Metering and Management Presentation
Live discussion on the essential elements of Energy Metering and Management
Sydney, NSW (May 01) - Optergy, a software provider of building automation and energy
management tools, are proud sponsors of the AIRAH WA presentation on Energy Metering and
Management. The presentation will take place on Tuesday June 20, at the State Library of WA, 25
Francis St, Northbridge Great Southern Room, fourth floor.
97% of sub-metering systems have errors and report incorrect information. How is it that we can get
these systems so wrong and what can we do to fix them?
The 'Energy Metering and Management' presentation offers attendees discussion covering essential
aspects of energy metering and management:
• Rob Engelbrecht (Affil. AIRAH, Aquip Systems Sales Engineer) will discuss how ultrasonic flow meters
are being used as thermal-energy meters for main chiller systems, the economics for retrofitting
existing building, and the latest in sub-metering ultrasonic meters to provide a total solution for
thermal-energy metering projects.
• Nicholas Heydon (Affil. AIRAH, Optergy Australasian Channel Manager) will look into why we can get
these metering systems so wrong, and what we can do to fix them.
The presentation details are as follows:
Date: 20 June, 2017
Programme: 4pm registration | 4.15pm start - 5.20pm | Followed by light refreshments
Cost: Free - Members / $60.00 - all other attendees
Registration information RSVP: 19 June | You must be registered to attend. Download the registration form here.
Email your completed registration form to catherine@airah.org.au
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We look forward to seeing you there. If you want to get in touch with us before the
presentation, please contact Nicholas Heydon at n.heydon@optergy.com.
About Optergy
Australia, UK, Malaysia, Singapore & USA
Optergy is a technology company dedicated to improving the business of managing facilities
with tools to improve efficiency, performance and processes, whilst providing key
stakeholders with the information and reporting to make informed strategic decisions. From
the simplest building, to the largest complex enterprise, our client base is extensive and
includes professionals ranging from the education, healthcare, commercial, retail and
government sectors.
www.optergy.com
Optergy is a wholly owned business by the Oberix Group Pty.
About Oberix Group
Australia, UK, Malaysia, Singapore & USA
Oberix has over 200 permanent staff while sustaining a unique and thriving culture through a
devotion to continuous learning, reinvention and adaption, all united with the desire to realize
our customers’ needs and stay ahead in technology, project planning, delivery and service.
www.oberix.com

